
One platform.
One community.
Education as you 
imagined.

STUDENT INFORMATION PLATFORM



Zunia is unique.
Zunia is the only student 
information software – LMS or 
SMS – which started its life as a 
student information platform.

Today’s incumbent products all 
began their life as something else 
– either content management, 
teacher workflow support, or 
school finance system. Over 
time they’ve followed the 
human workflows in schools, to 
become central record systems 
plus a combination of other 
functions. Along the way this has 
required complex development, 
customisation and integration at 
every stage. 

Today, many of these systems 
are feature-rich and they are 
highly reliable in the workflows 
they support. But the underlying 
architecture of incumbent 

systems has made this growth 
difficult, disruptive and 
expensive. They all have inherent 
limitations in how they operate, 
change, integrate and grow. The 
dream of “lift and shift” to the 
cloud will buy some time. But it 
cannot eliminate these inherent 
limitations. Improvements to 
these systems will only ever be 
incremental.

We know that when 
information systems are 
designed for people, and 
data is truly connected, 
teaching and learning 
gets better.



Zunia began life as a core 
student information platform 
that is designed to grow 
and integrate. Its underlying 
micro-services architecture 
has been built in the cloud, 
so that individual parts can 
be created, integrated and 
changed without disrupting 
the whole. We have taken what 
we’ve learned about real school 
workflows and we are building 
Zunia to support these, with a 

navigation and structure that is 
intuitive – today and in the future.

Zunia is different.

Zunia is the Student 
Information Platform that 
does the heavy lifting and 
connects your data, freeing 
you to create Education – 
as you imagined.



One Cloud-native Student 
Information Platform 
Your single source of truth 
driving School Management, 
Finance and Student Learning 
– with all your essential 
information at your finger-tips.

Easy Compliance Reporting 
Quickly map fields, create 
and download reports 
including student residential 
reports, Naplan and student 
attendance statistics.

Fast Implementation 
Zunia’s intuitive design and SaaS 
deployment model means your team 
is up and running faster.

Open API layer for seamless 
integrations 
Build your ecosystem around the 
Zunia student information platform.

Great support when you need it 
Our team is here to provide you 
with personalized and outstanding 
service. We also offer a range of self-
learning tools in our Support Centre.

Phone +61 1800 498 642 
sales@educationhorizons.com
educationhorizons.com/zunia

How is Zunia different?


